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Pure taste meets
real impact
The passion for cacao and the cacao farming families
lead us, Christoph Inauen, Eric Garnier and 36 peruvian
cacao farmers to founding Choba Choba in 2015. We decided to do things differently as a chocolate company.
On the one hand differently …

On the other hand, different …

... because we use only our own fine flavor
cocoa for our Grand Gru chocolates, which
we grow ourselves on our family farms
in the magical micro-terroir of the Alto
Huayabamba Valley in the Peruvian Amazon. Here in the heart of the origin of the
cacao plant, we control the quality of our
chocolate right from the seedling.

... because our motivation is not to maximize profit for shareholders, but to
improve the living conditions of the cacao
farmers in Peru and fostering an equal
cooperation. The cacao farmer families
involved receive two to three times more
money for their cacao and participate in
the share capital of the company and thus
in the most important decisions and in the
profits of the company.
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What
makes us
unique

Own cocoa production

Swiss Grand Cru quality

Pure chocolate pleasure

True social impact

Our fine flavor cocoa grows on our own
family farms in the micro-terroir of Peru‘s
Alto Huayabamba valley in the Amazon.
It is produced with the utmost care in
agroforestry and in small quantities.

Together with one of the best Swiss chocolatiers, we process our exquisite cocoa into
fine Grand Gru chocolate, according to old
Swiss craftsmanship.

Fine cocoa beans, cocoa butter and raw
cane sugar, nothing else.

We are the only Swiss chocolate brand
where the cocoa farmers are co-owners.
They own part of the company shares
and determine the price for their cocoa
themselves.
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Choba Choba bars 91 g

4.85 chf
excl. vat

Dark Chocolate 58 %

Dark Chocolate 71 %

58 % pure dark chocolate

71 % pure dark chocolate

Taste: A mild, creamy dark
chocolate with a hint of cranberry aromas.

Intense dark chocolate with
cranberry and raspberry
aromas.

Spicy Strawberry 71 %

Blood Orange 58 %

71 % pure dark chocolate with

58 % pure dark chocolate with

This dark chocolate offers a
distinct taste of strawberries at
first bite and finishes with an
unexpected spiciness that is sure
to keep you surprised.

Light. Creamy. Fruity.
The perfect combination for
bringing summer to your lips.

strawberry and Jalapeño

blood orange

Choba Choba bars 91 g

6.70 chf
excl. vat

Coffee 64 %

Passion Fruit 71 %

Sea Salt 71 %

64% pure dark chocolate with

71 % pure dark chocolate with

71 % pure dark chocolate with

Freshly roasted and ground
coffee beans give this creamy,
dark chocolate a crunch.

The fruity acidity of passion fruit
enhances the sweet aromas
found in this dark chocolate.

The intensity of dark chocolate
meets the subtle floral aromas
of Camargue sea salt.

Dark Chocolate 64 %

Coconut 71 %

Fine Milk

64 % pure dark chocolate

71 % pure dark chocolate with

Swiss milk chocolate with

When intense dark chocolate
and fine coconut chips meet,
a tropical paradise is just a bite
away.

The hay milk of Entlebuch from
cows fed exclusively on hay
enhances the caramel aroma in
this fine milk chocolate.

roasted coffee beans

A creamy dark chocolate with
hints of green pepper and
green tea aromas.

passion fruit

coconut

sea salt

41 % cacao

Choba Choba mini bars à 14 g

1.70 chf
excl. vat

For your reception, with coffee or as a small gift.
All flavors of the large bars are also available as
mini bars à 14 g.
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Chocolate gifts
14.50 chf

34.— chf

excl. vat

excl. vat

Mini Box

Tasting Box

Gift box with 2 x 4 mini bars of 14 g each

Gift box with 2 x 10 mini bars of 14 g each

Our pure creations in miniature format. Two mini bars
per flavor.

Our standard assortment in mini format. Two mini bars
per flavor. Packed in a gift box.

Pure Dark 71 %
Pure Dark 64 %
Pure Dark 58 %
Milk chocolate 41 %
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Chocolate gifts

Personalized Gift Box
Gift box 3 large bars of 91 g of your choice

Create your own gift collection of 3 Choba Choba bars
of your choice.
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21.95 chf*
excl. vat
* milk collection:
24.40 chf

Personalization
options
Banderoles & Cards
Personalize your gift box or single bar (91 g) with your logo and text.
Our banderoles and cards make it possible.
Prices on request: b2b@chobachoba.com

Or personally in cooperation with us
Are you looking for a high-quality gift that corresponds to your own CI and
is something very special? Contact us for a personal cooperation. We offer
you the possibility to create a gift for your employees, customers in an
extraordinary cooperation.*
E-Mail: b2b@chobachoba.com
* For an individual cooperation and the development of a personal gift, minimum
quantities in our production apply. We will be happy to develop a gift according to
your wishes within the scope of our possibilities.
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Our chocolate
subscription,
the particularly
sustainable gift
Annual subscription with 6 exclusive gift boxes
Voucher for an annual subscription, redeemable on our website. Every two
months, subscribers will receive an exclusive gift box with our Grand Cru
chocolate.

A total of 6 deliveries per year:
1 x tasting box
5 x box with 3 bars of 91 g each, three of which can be personalized.

Discover our various chocolate subscription
on our website.
Discover our subscriptions ›
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161.— chf
excl. vat

Shipping
made easy
Our gift boxes are optimized for letter mail and can be sent cost-effectively
throughout Switzerland. Postage costs vary between 1.10 CHF and 2 CHF,
depending on the size of the package and the shipping method.

Individual shipping boxes or complete shipping service
Order the appropriate shipping box for our individual bars or gift boxes
and send your gifts yourself or leave the complete organization of individual shipping to your customers and e
 mployees to us.*
* Prices on request: b2b@chobachoba.com
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Order and delivery
Delivery time
♦ approx. 3-5 working days for up to 300 products*

♦ approx. 5-10 working days for more than 300 products*
♦ for personalization: + 2 weeks

Delivery costs
♦ 15.- CHF** for an order quantity up to 1‘000.- CHF
♦ 20.- CHF** for an order quantity from 1‘000.- CHF
♦ 80.- CHF** for large orders (delivery by truck)

Minimum order amount
500.- CHF

Terms of payment
Invoicing from delivery with payment term of 15 days.

* Depending on product composition, delivery times may vary.
**	Prices excl. VAT. Prices on all products and services mentioned in the catalog are
subject to change without notice.
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Seasonal products
Are you looking for something special or do you have a
special wish? Take a look at our webshop and discover
our seasonal gift ideas, such as Christmas pralines. If you
wish, our newsletter will keep you up to date on the latest
gift ideas.

Webshop ›
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www.chobachoba.com

